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Abstract
Valid and relevant models are critical for research to have
biological relevance or to proceed in the right path. As well-
established two-dimensional cell cultures lack niches and
cues and rodent models differ in species, three-dimensional
organoids emerged as a powerful platform for research.
Cultured in vitro from stem cells, organoids are heteroge-
neous in cells and closely resemble the in vivo settings.
Organoids also recapitulate the unique human features if
cultured from a human source and are subjected to genetic
modification. However, one type of organoid possesses only
a limited selection of cells. In particular, the absence of
vasculature and immune cells restricts the organoids from
nutrition, cues, or critical interactions, undermining the
validity of organoids as physiological or pathological
models. To fill the current gap, there is an urgent need to
provide organoids with vasculature and immune cells. In this
paper, we review themethods to generate physiological and
pathological organoid models and summarize ways to
vascularize or immunize them. Our discussion continues
with some advantages and disadvantages of each method
and some emerging solutions to current problems.

© 2023 The Author(s).

Published by S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

What Are Organoids and Their Applications?
Organoids are self-organizing three-dimensional (3D)

“in vitro miniature organs” that highly mimic the
structure, function, and complexity of their in vivo
counterpart organs including lung, liver, kidney, heart,
brain, stomach, etc. They can be derived from stem cells
such as human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs), induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), adult stem cells, or de-
rived from surgically resected patient’s tumor biopsies,
which recapitulate the physiological architecture of the
patient’s tumor. Sato et al. have demonstrated that single
Lgr5+ intestinal stem cells (ISCs) can self-aggregate and
form crypt-villus organoids, resembling a normal gut.
This study opens up new avenues for 3D culture models,
shifting from simple 3D cell aggregates to organoids with
complex structures. Making organoids out of hPSCs/
iPSCs usually starts from embryoid body (EB) forma-
tions which are 3D aggregates formed by these cells in
suspension culture, and EB could be developed into
specific tissues derived from all three embryonic germ
layers when cultured with tissue-specific induction
medium. The differentiated EB are usually placed in the
hydrogel, most commonly a Matrigel, in the presence of
growth factors which could further allow the EB to form
organoids with a complex structure. To date, different
protocols using a cocktail of appropriate growth factors
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have been developed for directing the EB to a specific
lineage. Organoids are particularly useful in studying
human biology and diseases. Although two-dimensional
(2D) cell culture systems and animal models have been
the conventional method to study human biology and
diseases, they have several limitations when extrapo-
lating the results to a human context. 2D cell culture is an
oversimplified model that fails to fully recapitulate
in vivo environments. Although animal models can solve
this problem, they are costly, time-consuming, and lack
human physiological relevance due to species-specific
differences [Chenchula et al., 2019]. Organoids are self-
organizing 3D “in vitro miniature organs” that are either
stem cell-derived or patient tumor-derived [Kim et al.,
2020]. Embryonic stem cells (ESCs), iPSCs, and tissue-
derived adult stem cells are the common source of stem
cell-derived organoids, they could be assembled into
complex structures when placed in the hydrogel, usually
a Matrigel, in the presence of appropriate growth factors
[Huch et al., 2015; Neal et al., 2018]. With their ability to
replicate the architecture and physiology of human or-
gans, the aforementioned limitations of existing models
could be overcome. There has been a rise in its appli-
cation in understanding developmental biology, human
diseases, drug screening, and regenerative medicine.

Limitations of Existing Organoid Technology
Yet, organoids lack vasculature. Organs such as the

kidney, brain, and heart, are highly vascularized tissues
with a dynamic microenvironment, and a complete
vasculature in their organoids is important to fully re-
capitulate their development and function in vivo.
Moreover, vascularization is important for organoid
development to prevent necrotic core caused by increased
metabolic and nutritional demands that cannot be met by
diffusion alone [Zhang et al., 2021].

Current techniques to vascularize organoids mainly
depend on in vivo engraftment into an immune-deficient
host such as NSG immunodeficient mice model, cocul-
turing with endothelial cells (ECs) or mesodermal pro-
genitor cells (MPCs) or gene editing to manipulate cells in
organoids into adopting an endothelial fate [Birey et al.,
2017; Mansour et al., 2018; Strobel et al., 2022]. Immune
cells are also indispensable when modeling diseases such
as cancer, viral infections, and autoimmune diseases. As a
result, epithelial organoid-immune coculture systems
have been established to study the epithelial-immune
interactions during pathogenic events such as cancer
progression and aberrant immune reactions, etc. [Bar-
Ephraim et al., 2018]. Endowing organoids with immune
cells is still a major challenge and lacks a standardized

method. The most common technique is to coculture an
organoid with specific immune cells that are either im-
mortalized or autologous immune cells derived from
patients. In this review, we will summarize the current
strategies of supplying organoids with vasculature and
immune cells, their pros, and cons, as well as propose the
future directions of this new model system.

Vascularization and Immunization Strategies for
Physiological Organoids

Engraft Organoids in vivo
Vascularization is necessary for valid models. For

example, kidney culture models. Glomeruli, a patch of
small vessels that filter wastes in the kidneys, do not form
in an avascular environment. Some efforts well recapit-
ulated the nephrogenesis using hPSCs, but including
vascular progenitors for glomeruli genesis has been
challenging [Morizane et al., 2015]. Only when a pref-
erential selection for collecting duct progenitors was in
place could renal endothelial undergo vascularization
[Takasato et al., 2015]. Yet, in vivo engraftments offer
another solution. Early in 2012, Xinaris et al. succeeded in
generating renal organoids from E11.5 mice kidneys and
subsequently implanting them below the kidney capsule
of an athymic living rat host. In vivo transplantation
resulted in glomeruli structures with fully differentiated
capillary walls [Xinaris et al., 2012]. The success in uti-
lizing vasculature-rich niches like kidneys in vivo was
inspiring. Soon after, in 2014, another group implanted
human intestine organoids (HIO) generated from human
ESC or iPSC into mouse kidney capsules [Watson et al.,
2014]. Their results showed a larger volume of HIO,
similar to human intestine tissue, with more mature and
differentiated cell types. Meanwhile, blood vessels of host
origin were observed to be responsive to physiological
cues within HIO. Through in vivo implantation, the HIO
could also absorb selective molecules, indicating a better
functional model [Watson et al., 2014]. Similarly, in vitro
culture alone cannot fully capture the organ character-
istics of the lung. In one study, multiple cell types and
physiological structures were included in hPSC-derived
human lung organoids (HLO), but immune cells or
vasculature were absent [Dye et al., 2015]. The same group
progressed to focus on bud tip-like organoids and followed
the in vitro culture with in vivo engraftment into im-
munocompromised mouse lungs [Miller et al., 2018]. The
engrafted organoids were able to persist and differentiate
into lung-specific ECs, but no vasculature was reported
[Miller et al., 2018]. Tan et al. also generated airway
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organoids using primary adult bronchial cells with original
cell compositions [Tan et al., 2017]. During in vitro cul-
ture, fibroblasts and microvascular ECs were observed, yet
CD31+ ECs were not sustainable. They then transplanted
the organoids into NSG mice kidney capsules. Host vas-
culatures successfully invaded into organoids, although a
regression was observed at a later time point. An im-
provement was shown in Chen et al.’s research where they
used hESCs to generate HLO and again implanted the
HLO into mouse kidney capsules. With 3D image re-
construction, they show tubular vasculatures within the
organoids. They also achieved innervation from the host
and were the first to generate alveolar structures by ectopic
transplantation [Chen et al., 2018]. These results indicate
in vivo vascularization is able to produce progressively
mature tissue models. Besides the renal capsule, the
peritoneal cavity can also serve as a vascularization niche,
as demonstrated by Varzideh et al., in 2019. They
cocultured cardiac progenitor cells with mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) and ECs derived from hESC to generate
cardiac organoids (COs). After in vitro self-organization,
beating COs was formed, followed by implantation into
the mouse peritoneal cavity. A significant increase in
mature cardiomyocytes, vascularization, and normal blood
flow was observed after implantation, demonstrating its
advantage as a more physiologically relevant method to
model cardiac functions [Varzideh et al., 2019].

The cranial window is another site that has easy access
to host vasculatures and became the primary trans-
plantation site for organoid research by Takebe and
colleagues [Dye et al., 2016; Daviaud et al., 2018; Revah
et al., 2022]. In the beginning, the group focused on the
generation of liver “organ buds,” a similar form of
organoid, from mixing human iPSCs (hiPSCs), MSCs,
and ECs. They found that, after in vitro generation of liver
buds, in vivo transplantation into mouse cranial window
vascularized the buds and stimulated more specific he-
patic cell fate and functions [Daviaud et al., 2018].
Furthermore, rescuing liver failure mouse models proved
the proper functions of the buds [Revah et al., 2022]. The
same method to generate liver buds could also be in vivo
vascularized under the renal capsule and peritoneum
[Revah et al., 2022]. Later, Takebe et al. expanded the
methods to generate organ buds from a mixture of pri-
mary cells and vascularize them in vivo. It is worth
noticing that MSCs and ECs were important components
of the cell mixture. While MSCs were indispensable for
the self-assembly of organ buds, ECs provided vascu-
larization potential in vivo [Dye et al., 2016]. The group’s
effort also successfully covered various organ types, in-
cluding kidney, lung, intestine, etc. [Dye et al., 2016].

Another fast-advancing field of organoid research is
establishing brain organoid models. The lack of vessel
structures has been a bottleneck for brain organoid re-
search as it limits the size and maturation of the model
and induces much apoptosis. Similar in vivo vasculari-
zation strategies were seen in the past few years. For
example, Mansour et al. managed to implant unguided,
hESC-derived human brain organoids into the retro-
splenial cortex of an adult mouse brain. After 8 months of
engraftment, this method led to progressive differentia-
tion and maturation of organoids, including gliogenesis
and integration of microglia. They observed functional
neuronal networks and blood vessels in the grafts
[Mansour et al., 2018]. Neurons within the organoids
were able to grow into multiple regions of the host brain,
which further exhibited neuronal activity, suggesting a
connection of graft-to-host functional synapses [Man-
sour et al., 2018]. In the same vein, Daviaud et al. used
hiPSC-derived organoids for in vivo implantation. They
engrafted the organoids into a mouse frontoparietal
cortex lesion [Deuse et al., 2011b]. Subsequently, vas-
culatures from the host were shown to infiltrate into the
center of the graft. Neurons within organoids also showed
proliferation and further differentiation after 2–4 weeks
of in vivo growth, indicating healthy growth and adap-
tation. The group also did a parallel experiment
engrafting neural progenitor cells (NPCs) instead, but
NPC engraftment showed less vascularization and a
progressive retraction after 4 weeks. This also provided
insights that structured cellular arrangements such as
organoids, serve as a better platform to facilitate graft-to-
host adaptation.

Successful as the attempts of in vivo vascularization of
brain organoids were, none of them reported the cog-
nitive changes in the host after implantation, which is
unique and critical for brain modeling. A recent report
filled the gap by probing mice behaviors after trans-
plantation [Deuse et al., 2011a]. They transplanted hESC-
derived brain organoids into the somatosensory cortex of
an athymic rat and verified rat-origin vasculatures and
microglia. They then devised a rewarding experiment and
found that the transplanted organoids were able to drive
reward-seeking behaviors. Optogenetics further revealed
circuit connections between the host and grafts. This
latest progress demonstrated that in vivo brain organoids
can not only achieve vascularization and immunization
but also engage with behavior control, enabling circuit-
level research [Deuse et al., 2011a].

Notably, some in vivo vascularization attempts were
more successful with bio-engineering aids. For example, in
2016,Dye et al. used amicroporous poly (lactide-co-glycolide)
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scaffold to hold HLOs before transplanting them into a
mouse fat pad. In previous studies, no ECs of lung
specificity were successfully derived from the host en-
vironment. Yet in this study, they not only observed
robust vascularization but also the recovered lung ECs
after 8 weeks with correct EC structures and differenti-
ation [Deuse et al., 2019].

In summary, implanting organoids in vivo provides a
robust approach to vascularizing and immunizing
organoids by offering sources of vasculatures and suitable
growing niches (Fig. 1a). The vascularized organoids
show better maturation and adaptation in vivo, while
some are even able to engage in a higher level of behavior
modulation. Bio-engineering methods can also enhance
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Engineered
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a d
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Fig. 1. Methods to vascularize or immunize physiological
organoids. a An in vivo engrafting method that involves orga-
noids cultured in vitro and an in vivo engrafting site. Often the
engrafted animals are rodents, and the sites are either consistent
with the organoid types or highly vascularized sites, including but
not limited to the kidney capsule, lung, brain, and peritoneal
cavity of rodents. These methods can achieve vascularization
from a host origin and, in the case of the brain, some degree of
microglia integration. b Coculture with terminally differentiated
cells from different origins achieves vascularization or immu-
nization. There are multiple resources of differentiated cells,
including primary organs or tissues, established cell lines, or
in vitro induction from stem cells. Usually, for vascularization or
immunization, ECs or immune cells (T cell subsets or

macrophages) are incorporated. The cells can either be cocul-
tured with preformed organoids or assembled to form new
organoids. c Coculture with multipotent cells involves progenitor
or stem cells. Progenitor cells such as MPCs or macrophage
progenitor cells are examples of generating vasculature or im-
mune cells in organoids. Stem cells are pre-engineered to express
certain genes for cell fate precondition. These multipotent cells
can be either cocultured with preformed organoids or assembled
to form new organoids. d The assembloid technique involves
putting different organoids together to form a more complex
fusion. Organoids can be separately generated in vitro before
fusion and may be arranged in a position to improve the outcome
(flanking). The assembloids can achieve vascularization and
incorporate immune cells simultaneously.
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Table 1. A summary of strategies in organoid vascularization and immunization for both physiological organoids and pathological
organoids and their advantages and limitations

Methods Features Advantages Limitations

Physiological organoids
Engrafting
organoids in vivo

Put in vitro-produced organoids
into immunodeficient animals;
involving vasculatures or immune
cells of host origins

Better adapted into host
environment as structured
organoids; more likely to be
vascularized in vasculature-rich
sites; able to achieve a higher level
of maturation; incorporating
functional vessels containing
blood flow

Restricted on immunodeficient
animals; limited application in
immunizing organoids due to
potential graft-versus-host
diseases; organoids subject to
regression and loss of cell type
specificity

Coculture with
terminally
differentiated
cells

Use terminally differentiated cells
from primary sources, cell lines,
stem cells, or induced pluripotent
cells

Suitable for either vascularization
or immunization; relatively easy to
obtain in vitro or from primary
sources with relative ease.
Potentially able to model abnormal
conditions with primary cells

Limited types of cells introduced
in one go; subject to less organ
specificity regarding terminally
differentiated cells; more
challenges involved in producing
certain types of cells, like microglia

Coculture with
multipotent cells

Use multipotent cells such as
progenitors and stem cells

Able to induce organ-specific cells
and cells like microglia with
physiological cues rather than
additional cytokines; capable of
introducing several cell types in
one go

Subject to low or uncertain
conversion rate of multipotent
cells; still without simultaneous
immunization or vascularization

Assembloids Fuse different types of organoids
together

Able to introduce vasculatures and
immune cells simultaneously; able
to model more systematic
processes like angiogenesis and
migration

More challenges are involved in
producing multiple organoids and
fusing them well

Organoids for studying infectious diseases
Coculture-
infected
organoids with
immune cells

Organoids such as brain organoids
and intestinal organoids were
infected with pathogens and
cocultured with immune cells such
as microglia, T lymphocytes, and
DCs etc.

Useful for studying pathogen-
induced inflammatory response
that leads to tissue damage

Only one type of immune cell is
incorporated into the organoids,
and fails to mimic a complete host
immune response against
pathogens

Tumor organoids
De novo
generation of
tumor organoids

Induce oncogenic mutations in
wild-type organoids through gene
editing, e.g., CRISPR-Cas9

Useful for oncogene screening,
studying molecular mechanisms
for tumor initiation and
progression etc.

De novo-generated organoids do
not contain other cellular
components, e.g., immune cells in
the TME which makes it hard to
study the effect of other cells on
tumor development

Tumor-
endothelial-
immune
coculture model

Allow tumor spheroids, ECs, and
immune cells to self-organize to
form 3D tumor organoids with
vasculature and immune cells

Useful for studying specific
immune-tumor interactions

Only limited types of immune cells
can be cocultured with tumor
spheroids at once; does not
guarantee physiologically relevant
spatial distribution and
organization in the TME

PTOs Derived from patient’s tumor
tissues that recapitulate the
biological characteristics of the
primary tumor, retain native
vasculature, immune cells, and
stromal components

Preserves diverse cell types
including stromal fibroblasts,
macrophages, NK cells, etc.
enabling the study of complex
interactions between tumors and
their microenvironment

The short half-life of endogenous
immune components
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certain models. However, it must be kept in mind that due
to potential graft-versus-host disorders, animals used in
such experiments must be immune-deficient, limiting
their application in organoid immunization and mod-
eling inflammatory diseases (Table 1). With this regard,
engineering immunologically hPSCs could be a solution.
Advances have been made in generating hypoimmuno-
genic stem cells [Abud et al., 2017; Han et al., 2019;
Matheus et al., 2022] which can overcome much of the
incompatibility.

While the in vivo vascularization and immunization
strategies could be hindered by graft-versus-host in-
compatibility, some other commonly used approaches
rely entirely on in vitro. Different approaches to coculture
organoids will be discussed as follows.

Coculture with Terminally Differentiated Cells
Another common way to vascularize or immunize

organoids is to incorporate cells of relevant identity. Hence,
coculturing cells from multiple lineages to form organoids
or coculturing preformed organoids with other critical cell
populations are also among researchers’ choices.

To better recapitulate the tissue microenvironment,
some researchers use primary cells with physiological
compositions to assemble organoids. Caspi et al. first
demonstrated that cardiac tissues can be vascularized
in vitro by creating multicellular scaffolds composed of
cardiomyocytes, ECs, and embryonic fibroblasts. The
presence of ECs greatly improved cardiomyocytes’ cell
survival and proliferation, and also enhanced their dif-
ferentiation and maturation. Adding additional cells such
as pericytes and smooth muscle cells is important to
further enhance blood vessel integrity, altogether sug-
gesting that vascularization is necessary to maintain the
function of COs in vitro. Although vascularization of
heart organoids was addressed in many studies, immune
cells are not included so far. It was previously reported
that heart resident immune cells play an unexpected role
in heart homeostasis. For example, it was found that
macrophages played a role in removing old mitochondria
and electrical conduction. Moreover, heart failure may be
caused by inflammatory cell subtypes such as macro-
phages, natural killer cells (NK), mast cells, T cells, and
B cells, etc. Heart organoids incorporating these cells can
allow us to understand the contribution of these immune
cells to the inflammatory process that causes heart failure
in an in vitro heart organoid model. Therefore, it would
be useful in understanding immune cardiac diseases and
recapitulating the physiological heart function of COs if
more studies can focus on incorporating immune cells
into these engineered heart tissues.

In one study focusing on COs, primary ventricular
cardiac cells from neonatal rats were isolated and grown
in hanging-drop cultures [Zhao et al., 2020]. Researchers
found a microcapillary vascular network formed by
cardiac ECs. The vascularized model was capable of
modeling cardiac fibrosis with TGFβ1 treatment, pro-
viding a better pathogenesis investigation platform [Zhao
et al., 2020]. This study proved that incorporating
multiple cell types produces more physiologically relevant
models. However, organoids from primary rat cells still
deviate from human physiology. Considering the ac-
cessibility of primary human tissues, organoids based on
human-origin cell lines or hESC may be more valuable
and informative. Progress was made by Polonchuk et al.,
in 2017 using human coronary artery ECs, iPSC-derived
cardiac fibroblasts, and cardiomyocytes of either primary
or iPSC origin. The research demonstrated that the use of
different cardiomyocyte origins could produce robust
vascular networks within organoids. The models were
further used to test for cellular toxicity and a potential
mechanism of NO toxicity was discovered [Figtree et al.,
2017]. Similarly, another group cocultured multiple cell
types together to obtain blood-brain barrier (BBB)
organoids [Polonchuk et al., 2017]. BBB is a highly
specialized arrangement of the vasculature that regulates
the selective molecular uptake into the brain. The re-
searchers used a low-adhesion culture to assemble human
brain vascular ECs, pericytes, and primary astrocytes
together and BBB-like structures were observed under
confocal microscopy [Polonchuk et al., 2017]. This re-
search suggested that incorporating cell types like brain
ECs can facilitate vascular structure acquisition and pave
the way for vascularized brain organoids and assemblies.

In 2018, vascularized brain organoids were achieved by
Pham et al. by coculturing guided brain organoids with
the same origin ECs. They obtained robust vasculariza-
tion at the organoids’ periphery, with some vessel
structures invading a STEM121+, central nervous system
marker region. The vascularization was enhanced after
engrafting the organoids into mice. Particularly, the ECs
in organoids were shown to self-assemble into tubular
structures and penetrate toward the center [Bergmann
et al., 2018], showing that terminally differentiated cells
can be cued by organoids to have higher structures.

Coculturing organoids with terminally differentiated
cells are also commonly used to immunize organoids.
Immune response contributes to tissue maturation, re-
generation, and some pathogenesis. Hence, in 2015, in
order to study the immune modulation during intestinal
injury healing, Lindemans et al. coculturedmice intestinal
organoids with lamina propria lymphocytes. They found
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that the coculture increased the size of organoids, as well
as ISC regeneration and proliferation via IL-22 [Pham
et al., 2018]. In 2018, another group cocultured intestinal
organoids with either CD4+ T helper cell subsets or
cytokines and demonstrated that immune cells regulate
the ISC status, organoid size, and niches [Lindemans
et al., 2015]. They further elucidated the interaction
mechanism between ISCs and T helper cells or their key
cytokines and proposed three mechanisms of the MHCII
presenting system within the intestines [Lindemans et al.,
2015]. Regarding pathogenesis, Roh et al. [2019] cocul-
tured human colon organoids with monocyte-derived
macrophages and further insulted the system with
E. coli to mimic infection. A more relevant structure was
achieved with the help of a sponge scaffold. Macrophage
infiltration was already observed in noninfected models.
After infection, macrophage showed altered morphology,
increased migration, and significant pro-inflammatory
cytokine secretion, resembling a state of active inflam-
matory bowel disease [Biton et al., 2018]. However, the
contribution of immune cells to tissue status may be more
dynamic. In one study that cocultured intestinal orga-
noids together with ISCs and T effector memory cells
[Roh et al., 2019], it was shown that the effects of TNF-a
and CD4+ T cells were spectrum-like. Both low doses of
TNF-a and CD4+ T cells promoted organoid growth and
maturation, while high doses led to inhibition [Roh et al.,
2019].

Similar efforts were also made regarding brain orga-
noids. Microglia plays an essential role in neurological
diseases such as Alzheimer’s Disease. However, primary
human microglia is notoriously difficult and rare to
obtain and culture. In order to overcome this obstacle,
Abud et al. utilized hiPSC to generate induced hemato-
poietic progenitors and then obtained human microglial-
like cells. Coculturing with hiPSC-derived brain organoids
allowed the modeling of various human microglial-like cell
functions such as invasion and response to injury, which
also indicated successful immunization [Schreurs et al.,
2019] (Fig. 1b; Table 1).

Coculture with Multipotent Cells
Other than coculturing organoids with various ter-

minally differentiated cells, using progenitors or stem
cells may offer a more physiologically relevant model with
the potential to vascularize and immunize organoids in
one go. Wörsdörfer et al. cocultured brain organoids with
hiPSC-derived MPCs to vascularize the structure. MPC-
derived formed blood vessels displayed a hierarchical
organization and plasticity. The endothelial network was
expanding along with the growth of organoids and could

respond to both anti- or pro-angiogenesis drugs. Addi-
tionally, pericyte markers and Iba1 signals were detected,
indicating the potential incorporation of pericytes and
prevascular macrophages [Worsdorfer et al., 2019].
Progenitor cell coculture can result in multiple cell types,
consistent with their physiological conditions. Regarding
immunization, while Abud et al. committed to in vitro
differentiation of microglia, another group proved that
primitive macrophage progenitors gave rise to microglia
under physiological cues [Xu et al., 2021]. The researchers
cocultured hPSC-derived NPCs together with macro-
phage progenitors to generate brain organoids and
around 8% of the cells were identified as microglia.
Functionally, the microglia were able to phagocytize
neural progenitors and remove apoptotic cells within
organoids and respond to ZIKA invasion. Meanwhile, the
immunized organoids increased in size with more mature
molecular signatures. A ventricle-like zone was formed,
and good responses toward stimulation were recorded in
the patch clamp, indicating better neuronal functions [Xu
et al., 2021]. This study bypassed the difficult process of
microglia induction and instead utilized the progenitors
and environmental cues, providing a more straightfor-
ward method of immunizing the organoids.

On the other hand, others incorporate multipotent
cells into organoids by genetically engineering stem cells
to overexpress genes determining cell fate, resulting in
more mature organoids. Cakir et al. induced ETS variant
transcription factor 2 overexpression in hESCs and
cocultured the engineered hESCs with nonengineered
ones. With guided brain organoid induction, the cocul-
ture resulted in a comprehensive vascular network
structure composed of more mature neurons than pre-
vious methods. For example, some neurons responded to
continuous stimulation with adaptation-like multiple-
action potential patterns. Some BBB-like characteristics
were also observed. Additionally, compared to conven-
tional brain organoids, vascularized organoids via genetic
engineering had better angiogenic results and were better
perfused after in vivo transplantation [Cakir et al., 2019].
The same group established a similar approach to im-
munizing brain organoids as well [Cakir et al., 2022].
Myeloid-specific transcription factor PU.1 was induced
into an optimal ratio of hESCs, followed by brain
organoid differentiation. The organoids possessed not
only functional microglia but also its complement
system and chemokine system as well. The established
immune system was able to clear amyloid beta de-
position and reduce associated neuronal death. These
models demonstrated that by incorporating multipotent
cells, organoids could gain multiple cell lineages and
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functions that further promote maturation and provide
more physiologically relevant models (Fig. 1c; Table 1).

Assembloids
Coculturing organoids with different cell types opened

possibilities like vascularization and immunization.
However, a simple mixture of cells does not guarantee
physiologically relevant spatial distribution and organi-
zation [Vogt, 2021]. Assembloids, a more advanced ap-
proach fusing organoids with specific identities together,
may well provide a better solution. Such an approach has
been employed in brain organoids research. A recent
example flanked the brain organoids with two vessel
organoids on each side to achieve a high level of vas-
cularization [Sun et al., 2022b]. Not only did the vessels
invade the brain organoids and form a comprehensive
vasculature network, but they also converted to a brain-
specific type. For the brain organoids, the number of
neural progenitors increased, and functional microglia
were found within the model. The organoids also dis-
played functional BBB features [Sun et al., 2022b]
(Fig. 1d). As a result, this study showed that assembloids
could achieve vascularization and immunization simul-
taneously, elevating the level of maturation of especially
complicated organoids such as the brain (Table 1).

Vascularizing and Immunizing Pathological
Organoids for Disease Modeling

Organoid Model for Studying Infectious Diseases
Organoids have been utilized to study respiratory,

gastrointestinal, and neuronal infections caused by vi-
ruses, bacteria, parasites, fungi, etc. [Blutt and Estes,
2022]. The COVID-19 pandemic has enhanced the de-
velopment of organoid technology to elucidate SARS-
CoV-2 pathogenesis. Since SARS-CoV2 enters through
the upper respiratory tract and mainly affects the lungs,
various organoids such as human airway epithelium
organoids [Milewska et al., 2020], hPSC-derived lung
organoids [Duan et al., 2020], alveolar organoids
[Lamers et al., 2021], have been developed to study the
mechanism of virus entry, replication kinetics, host re-
sponses, and for drug screening. Although these orga-
noids contain various cell types including epithelial cells,
goblet, ciliated and alveolar cells, vasculature, and im-
mune cells are not incorporated into the system. Cyto-
kine storm syndrome, a hyperactive immune response, is
a major cause of SARS-CoV-2 death [Thepmankorn
et al., 2021]. Recent studies showed that SARS-Cov-2 not
only affects specific organs but also damages the airway

endothelium [Schimmel et al., 2021]. However, cocul-
turing SARS-Cov-2 with ECs was shown to only support
virus entry and replication, indicating that the effect of
SARS-Cov-2 on vasculature may be organ and tissue
dependent [Flaumenhaft et al., 2022]. A cardiomyocyte-
macrophage coculture model by another study group also
revealed that cardiomyocyte recruits macrophages upon
infection, leading to macrophage-mediated hyper-
inflammation and apoptosis, explaining cardiac compli-
cations in some COVID-19 patients [Yang et al., 2021].
These findings highlight the importance of using
organoids with vasculature and immune cells to
comprehensively understand COVID-19 pathogenesis.
Moreover, many pathogens including HIV, SARS-Cov-
2, and ZIKA virus etc. can invade the central nervous
system, leading to neuroinflammation [Dando et al.,
2014] that is caused by the invasion of microglia, CD4+,
and CD8+ T cells [Ní Chasaide and Lynch, 2020; Pel-
legrini et al., 2020]. In light of this, cerebral organoids
have been developed to model the process of pathogens’
neuro-invasion [Qian et al., 2017; Depla et al., 2022]. For
example, HIV-1 neuropathogenesis was studied using 3D
human brain organoids composed of neurons and as-
trocytes cocultured with HIV-infected microglia. They
found that HIV-infected microglia release inflammatory
molecules such as TNFα and IL-1β that correlates with
the increase in viral replication and leads to neuronal
damage [Dos Reis et al., 2020]. This tri-culture model is
superior to using conventional brain organoids as it
demonstrated key pathological features associated with
HIV-induced inflammatory response.

Furthermore, intestinal organoids [García-Rodríguez
et al., 2020] or gastric organoids [Pompaiah and Bartfeld,
2017] have also been developed to study gastrointestinal
infections such as H. pylori infection. Holokai L et al.
cocultured H. pylori-infected gastric organoids with
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) sampled from patients
and discovered that upregulation of PD-L1 on gastric
epithelium inhibits CTL proliferation and prevents T
cell-mediated killing of H. pylori-infected cells, which
contributes to gastric cancer progression [Holokai et al.,
2019]. Moreover, several models incorporating dendritic
cells (DCs) discovered that there is increased recruitment
of DCs into gastric organoids by chemokines, enhancing
phagocytosis against H. pylori infection [Kao et al., 2010;
Sebrell et al., 2019]. Since gut microbiota also affects the
host’s immune response against pathogens, microbes are
often injected into the lumen intestinal organoids to
understand how the immune system and gut micro-
biome work in tandem to fight off pathogens [Cheng
et al., 2019]. A human gut-on-a-chip model has been
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developed to incorporate common intestinal microbes to
mimic the gut microenvironment, enhancing drug de-
velopment [Kim et al., 2012] (Fig. 2a)

Tumor Organoids
For tumor organoids, the necrotic core is not a

problem since it is also present in solid tumors caused by
inadequate vascularization and other metabolic stress.
However, it is still important to include vasculature in
tumor organoids because tumor vasculature could pro-
mote tumor metastasis which is often the predominant
cause of cancer mortality. Innate immune cells such as
macrophages and monocytes can be recruited to the

endothelium and enhance vascular inflammation and
tumor attachment that contributes to cancer metastasis.
Therefore, including the vasculature and immune cells in
tumor organoid models could further enhance our un-
derstanding of the molecular mechanisms of metastasis
and thus accelerate drug development to inhibit metas-
tasis. Moreover, the tumor microenvironment (TME) is
composed of a heterogeneous mixture of cells, e.g.,
stromal cells, blood vessels, and immune cells, as well as
noncellular components, e.g., ECM, cytokines, chemo-
kines, and growth factors. Although cancer organoids
with only epithelial components are routinely used for
drug screening, immune compartments are indispensable

Organoids for studying infectious disease Tumor organoids

Organoids for studying respiratory infections

Infection

Infection

Infection

Virus entry
Replication kinetics
Host-virus response
Drug screening

Virus-induced
inflammatory
response

Lung organoid/
Human airway
epithelial organoid/
Alveolar organoids

De novo generation of tumor organoids

Tumor-endothelial-immune co-culture

Patient-derived tumor organoids

Organoids for studying brain infections

Organoids for studying gastrointestinal infections

Vascularized brain
organoids with
immune cells

Immune cells

Immune cells

Air-liquid interface culture

Patient’s tumor
tissues

Submerged Matrigel culture with
immune reconsitution

Self-organization

Endothelial cells/
mesodermal
progenitors

Immune cells

Wild-type organoid

Pathogen-
Host
immune
responseIntestinal

organoids/
Gastric organoid

Microbiome

Tumor organoid

Tumor spheroid

Gene editing

Vascularized immune
tumor organoids

a b

Fig. 2. a, b A summary of methods to generate pathological
organoids for disease modeling. Organoids have been used to
study respiratory, brain, and gastrointestinal infections.
Coculturing infected organoids with immune cells allow the
precise modeling of the interactions between pathogen and host
immune responses. Tumor organoids can be generated by

inducing oncogenic mutations in wild-type organoids, cocul-
turing with endothelial and immune cells, and derived from a
patient’s tumor tissues. ALI culture can retain endogenous
vasculature and immune cells from patients, while submerged
Matrigel culture requires immune reconstitution by coculturing
with autologous immune cells.
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for immune-oncology or immunotherapy research [Kim
et al., 2020]. The recent advances in 3D tumor organoids
with vasculature and immune components provide a
cost-effective and representative approach to studying
certain pathogenic processes in cancer, such as angio-
genesis and metastasis, and intratumoral heterogeneity.
This enhances the physiological relevance of drug
screening and aids the development of precision medi-
cine. 3D tumor organoids can also serve as a platform to
re-educate and expand tumor-specific T cells for adoptive
cell therapy. Here, we summarized three major methods
to construct 3D tumor organoids: (1) de novo generation
of tumor organoids, (2) tumor spheroid-immune-en-
dothelial coculture, (3) patient-derived tumor organoids
(PTOs) (Fig. 2b).

De novo Generation of Tumor Organoids
Tumor organoids can be generated using a bottom-up

approach, where PSC-derived wild-type organoids were
genetically manipulated to initiate tumorigenesis [Lo
et al., 2020]. Colorectal cancer models (CRC) have been
developed by knocking out tumor suppressor genes, e.g.,
Apc, Smad4, Tp53, or knocking in oncogenes using
CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing to mimic different CRC
patient groups [Matano et al., 2015]. Tumor suppressor
gene knockout in breast organoids can also generate
breast tumor organoids which respond to chemotherapy
[Dekkers et al., 2020]. Moreover, Shan Bian et al. have
been able to recapitulate brain tumor formation by in-
troducing oncogenic mutations in cerebral organoids
[Bian et al., 2018]. Tumor organoids generated from gene
editing enhance our understanding of the molecular
events associated with tumor initiation. However, tumor
progression is a result of a complex interplay between the
tumor and the TME, which cannot be studied in tumor
organoids generated from this method alone.

Tumor Spheroid-Immune-Endothelial Coculture
Another method to generate vascularized tumor

organoids is by using a self-organizing approach. Tumor
spheroids are self-assembling aggregates of tumor cells
without a scaffold and can be made from homogenous
cancer cell lines [Ho and Msallam, 2021]. Tumor
spheroids can be cocultured with immune cells/ECs,
mimicking the TME. Wörsdörfer et al. cocultured MPCs
with breast cancer spheroids, in which they successfully
generated a functional vasculature along with fibroblasts.
These vascularized organoids are connected to the host
vascular system through blood perfusion in a chick
embryo model [Worsdorfer et al., 2019]. Another study
cocultured human colon tumor-derived spheroids with

allogenic T cells and NK cells to assess their infiltration,
activation, and function in the CRC TME. Additionally,
they also investigated the therapeutic potential of anti-
bodies targeting inhibitory receptors on immune cells
[Courau et al., 2019]. Another study group also cocul-
tured ECs, fibroblasts, and native and immortalized
immune cell lines to renal cell carcinoma cell lines to
generate a 3D heterotypic spheroid, which was subse-
quently used to evaluate the efficacy of drug combination
[Rausch et al., 2021]. Tri-coculture of nonsmall cell lung
carcinoma spheroids with cancer-associated fibroblasts
(CAFs) and monocytes recreates an immunosuppressive
TME, allowing the study of macrophage polarization
[Rebelo et al., 2018].

The major advantage of this coculture model is that it
is easier to establish compared to a complex tumor
organoid model that recapitulates the 3D architecture of
TME, yet exhibits more resemblance compared to 2D
coculture, therefore, it is particularly useful when
studying specific immune-tumor interactions. However,
the low complexity of this system may not fully reca-
pitulate the events in the TME. For example, Gheed Al-
Hity et al. developed a 3D coculture model by coculturing
breast tumor spheroid and splenocytes isolated frommice
that contain B cells, T cells, and DCs, which was used to
study the effect of stress hormones on immune infil-
tration and tumor growth [Al-Hity et al., 2021]. However,
this model did not incorporate important barriers in the
TME that limits tumor infiltration such as stroma, vas-
culature, regulatory T cells, etc. [Labani-Motlagh et al.,
2020]. Therefore, this oversimplified in vitro model may
not accurately predict in vivo immune infiltration.

Patient-Derived Tumor Organoids
Patient-derived xenograft (PDX) is a cancer model

where a patient’s tumor tissues are engrafted into im-
munocompromised mice and have been widely used for
preclinical cancer research [Murphy, 2016]. However,
PDX lacks an intact immune system which makes it hard
to study immuno-oncology. Although PDX can be
reconstituted with a human immune system which allows
immunotherapeutic drug development, it is costly, time-
consuming, and may suffer from xenograft-versus-host
diseases and incomplete immune reconstitution [De La
Rochere et al., 2018]. PTOs, which are generated from
patients’ tumor biopsies preserve endogenous TME im-
mune components and serve as a better alternative. PTOs
can be expanded long-term in vitro which can be used for
high-throughput drug screening, which is a more cost-
effective personalized cancer model compared to PDX
[Yang et al., 2018].
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There are two major approaches to culture PTOs,
coculturing PTOs with autologous immune cells or PTO
that contains endogenous immune cells without reconsti-
tution. However, when PTO is cultured using a submerged
Matrigel method, in which dissociated tumor cells are
embedded in a dome-shaped 3D Matrigel submerged in a
culture medium, only endogenous epithelial components of
tumor cells are retained [Sun et al., 2022a]. Many recon-
stitution approaches have been developed for incorporating
immune cells. In one study, they isolated bone marrow-
derived DCs and activated them with tumor-conditioned
medium containing tumor-associated antigens. The con-
ditioned DCs were then cocultured with autologous CTLs
and mouse or human gastric cancer organoids. Using this
model, they demonstrated that inhibition of PD-L1 on
tumors leads to cytotoxic T cell-induced tumor apoptosis
[Chakrabarti et al., 2018]. To study the interactions between
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) and CAF, one
of the contributing factors of chemotherapy resistance,
Giulia Biffi et al. cocultured CAFs with PDAC organoids.
Using this model, they discovered that TGF-β and IL-1
secreted by PDAC contribute to CAF heterogeneity, hence
resulting in ineffective targeting by chemotherapy [Biffi
et al., 2019]. Moreover, Ethan Shelkey developed an
immune-reactive tumor organoid model by coculturing
CTLs with breast cancer in a hydrogel mixture, allowing the
study of the effect of the microbiome on immune cells and
the efficacy of immune checkpoint blockade in the TME
[Shelkey et al., 2022].

PTOs can also be cocultured with peripheral blood
mononuclear cells that lead to the reconstitution of
multiple immune cell types. For instance, Krijn KDijkstra
et al. analyzed tumor-specific T cell responses by
coculturing autologous epithelial tumor organoids with
peripheral blood mononuclear cells, and this model
clearly documented the process of tumor antigen-
mediated CD8+ T cell proliferation [Dijkstra et al., 2018].

Nonetheless, PTOs can also be used to evaluate the
cytotoxicity of CAR immune cells. Coculture CAR-NK92
cells targeting colon PDO and CAR-NK92 cells were
shown to only kill tumor organoids carrying a solid
tumor-specific antigen epidermal growth factor receptor
variant III, whilst sparing normal organoids. This dem-
onstrated that PDO can act as an ideal in vitro platform to
study patient-specific responses to CAR immune cell
therapy [Schnalzger et al., 2019].

Using air-liquid interface culture (ALI) allows PTOs to
preserve their endogenous stroma and immune cells,
giving insight into the syngeneic interactions be-
tween tumors and infiltrating immune cells without
reconstitution [Yang et al., 2018]. Dissociated tumor

fragments are embedded in a collagen gel layer in an inner
Transwell dish, and culture medium is added to the outer
Transwell such that the top half of the organoid is ex-
posed to air whilst the bottom half is submerged in the
medium, increasing oxygen supply to cells compared to
the aforementioned submerged Matrigel method and
therefore recapitulate the TME better. PTO from primary
and metastatic tumors cultured using the ALI method
was shown to retain stromal myofibroblast, CD3+ T cells
with TCR repertoires that match the original tumor bi-
opsies, macrophages, NK, NKT, etc. CD8+ T cells were
activated upon PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, showing the po-
tential application of ALI-cultured organoids for testing
the efficacy of immune checkpoint blockade treatments.
However, a key limitation of this approach is that the
immune and stromal cells can only be maintained for a
short time. Despite the addition of IL2 or anti-CD3/anti-
CD28 to prolong the half-life of TILs and TAMs, they
normally cannot survive in the culture for more than
2 months [Neal et al., 2018].

Discussion

In the development of organoids vascularization and
immunization, the in vivo engraftment method con-
tributed to much early progress. While the vascular-rich
and more complex engraft destination endowed the
organoids with a better chance to mature and develop
higher level functions, graft-versus-host incompatibility
still poses concerns. Fortunately, the advancement of
hypoimmunogenic stem cells comes into aid. Using stem
cells that are immunologically compatible could be a
solution, which has been applied by regenerative medi-
cine researchers. For instance, the generation of hypo-
immunogenic hiPSCs solicited T-cell and macrophage
responses [Votanopoulos et al., 2020]. They used RNA
interference and antibody to block the expression of HLA
class I, which resulted in alleviated immune rejection and
engraftment survival in both xenogeneic and allogeneic
settings [Bergdorf et al., 2020; Votanopoulos et al., 2020].
More recent advances utilized genetic engineering to
create hypoimmunogenic stem cells. Knocking out partial
or entire HLA class I gene and HLA class II genes in
hPSCs successfully blunted adaptive immune rejection
[Abud et al., 2017; Matheus et al., 2022]. Researchers also
tried to simultaneously knock in CD47 [Matheus et al.,
2022], PD-1, and HLA-G [Abud et al., 2017; Schreurs
et al., 2019] to further suppress T-cell response and innate
immune rejection. A similar approach was seen in Parent
et al.’s paper, which deleted the majority of HLAs while
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retaining HLA-A2 and achieved similar results without
concern about the lack of immune surveillance. Although
promising progress has been made, hypoimmunogenic
stem cells may still have limited applications. One ap-
parent shortcoming is their limited ability in generating
hematopoietic progenies with ablated immune modules
[Ohta et al., 2019]. Plus, multiple rounds of genetic
manipulation could have unwanted off-target effects
[Ohta et al., 2019]. Therefore, the hypoimmunogenic
stem cell strategy still awaits to be improved.

Current methods which rely on coculturing organoids
with different cell types have indeed opened possibilities
like vascularization and immunization within model
systems. However, mixing cells with different identities
does not guarantee physiologically relevant spatial dis-
tribution and organization. For instance, coculturing
tumor organoids with specific immune cells can only be
used to study specific immune-tumor interactions but
cannot fully recapitulate the 3D architecture of the TME.
Moreover, incorporating more immune cell types in a
coculture system is increasingly difficult since the culture
conditions are compromised between different cell types.
Current protocols are not standardized and reproducible,
which makes large-scale drug screening infeasible. For
example, the source and ratio of immune cell type added
to the coculture system are variables between research
groups. Although using the ALI method for PTOs could
retain a broader immune population, the short half-life of
immune cells remains a challenge. Recently, immune-
enhanced PTOs derived from melanoma patients have
been developed by including their peripheral blood and
lymph nodes. This retains 80% of the patient’s immune
system, including an abundance of antigen-presenting
cells, suggesting the potential use of lymph node tissues in
reconstituting immune components [Votanopoulos et al.,
2020]. A gentler extraction technique can be also de-
veloped to enhance the half-life of immune cells in PTOs.
Bergdorf et al. developed a fine-needle aspiration method
to extract PTOs, and results showed enhanced immune
cell count, viability, and survival compared to conven-
tional digestion methods [Bergdorf et al., 2020].
Assembloid models mostly focused on brain research,
and limited studies have applied this technique to other
contexts such as cancer. Previously, we have established a
vascularized immune organoid (VIO) system from hPSCs
which are composed of diverse immune cell types in-
cluding monocytes, macrophages, NK, erythroblasts, and
ECs [Ohta et al., 2019]. Generating assembloids by fusing
VIO with other physiological organoids could model

organ-specific hyperinflammation and cytokine storms
caused by pathogens. When fusing VIO with cancer cells,
we are anticipating creating tumor assembloids that
highly resemble in vivo TME. Combining cutting-edge
technologies such as spatial transcriptomics, single-cell
profiling, and live imaging, we can screen for the de-
terministic factors in disease progression and use them as
a platform to test for immunotherapeutic drugs. How-
ever, future work has to be done to optimize the culture
conditions and the fusion ratio of the organoids to
achieve a cellular composition that accurately mimics the
in vivo environment.

Conclusion

Human organoids are powerful tools that overcome
the limitations of existing in vitro 2D monolayer cultures
and in vivo animal models in disease modeling and drug
screening. However, organoids lacking vasculature and
immune cells hinder their application in preclinical and
clinical immune-oncology research. Although strategies
have been developed to vascularize and immunize
organoids through coculturing with endothelial and
immune cells, the model may not 100% recapitulate
in vivo settings due to its low cellular complexity and
physiologically irrelevant spatial distribution of tissues.
Assembloid technology brings hope to vascularizing and
immunizing organoids simultaneously by fusing immune
organoids or blood vessel organoids with other physio-
logical organoids and tumor tissues. Vascularized orga-
noids with immune cells can benefit preclinical drug
screening and the development of precision medicine for
immunotherapy.
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